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Hello,

I emailed previously about the Sec of State's office selling mailing lists of Colorado businesses.
These lists are used to create mailers designed to dupe business owners into paying $130+ for
a shady company, who sends out very official looking notices, into filing their Periodic Reports.
I've attached just such an example I just received. I'm very confident this came from a Sec of
State list because this "business" isn't registered anywhere except the S.O.S. office (this is the
name I use to self-publish my novels). There are no bank accounts under this name, no
business structure or office space, nothing.

These lists, which are very expensive, are used to prey on businesses: entities that have NO
ability to even request removal from said lists.

This has been going on for years and years now and needs to be stopped. If someone wants to
put in the man-hours to individually mine this information one business/PDF at a time, then
let them. But the Secretary of State's office should not be selling these lists to anyone. They
are used to harm businesses, period.

You can see from the attachment how "official" these forms appear - citing Colorado Statutes
and whatnot. Bottom line is...if these scams weren't successful (i.e. lucrative), they wouldn't
continue to perpetrate them. How many businesses have to pay $130 in order to cover the
cost of purchasing the database lists
(https://www.coloradosos.gov/pubs/business/forms_main.html#DataRequests), printing,
postage (letters come First Class Mail from Anaheim, Ca, 92807), and processing?

Bottom line: the database of Colorado businesses' information should not be made easily
available to anyone. It harms Colorado businesses through scams and solicitations and
provides zero benefit.

Please contact me if you'd like any additional examples, details, or to discuss further. As an
owner of multiple businesses, I'm very interested in resolving this issue once and for all.

Thank you,

Eric Meer



Eric Meer | Project Manager | IQ WIRED | 








